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• An elastic and cost-effective data carrier architecture for smart contracts is proposed.
• Three components are designed to monitor contract event without subscribing any filter at Ethereum node.
• The proposed system does not require a predefined standard on data format in blockchain-enabled IoT environment.
• The proposed system could efficiently decrease the deployment cost of every smart contract.
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a b s t r a c t

Smart contract, which could help developer deploy decentralized and secure blockchain application,
is one of the most promising technologies for modern Internet of things (IoT) ecosystem today.
However, Ethereum smart contract lacks of ability to communicate with outside IoT environment.
To enable smart contracts to fetch off-chain data, this paper proposes a data carrier architecture
that is cost-effective and elastic for blockchain-enabled IoT environment. Three components, namely
Mission Manager, Task Publisher and Worker, are presented in the data carrier architecture to
interact with contract developer, smart contract, Ethereum node and off-chain data sources. Selective
solutions are also proposed for filtering smart contract event and decoding event log to fit different
requirements. The evaluation results and discussions show the proposed system will decrease about
20USD deployment cost in average for every smart contract, and it is more efficient and elastic
compared with Oraclize Oracle data carrier service.

© 2019 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

In the day-to-day workings of information-oriented society,
significant development of industrial systems has been witnessed
with the convergence from wireless networks, Internet of Things
(IoT) to blockchain [1,2]. IoT is a significant component of in-
dustrial systems, which has recently attracted the interest of
stakeholders [3,4]. Meanwhile, blockchain is termed as one of
the most promising technologies for IoT applications today, since
not being able to modify past transactions and absence of a
trusted intermediary make blockchain solution highly trustwor-
thy [5,6]. Several projects have examined the positive benefit
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of blockchain-enabled IoT applications, such as digital asset reg-
istries, peer-to-peer (P2P) energy trading, and long-tail person-
alized economic services [7,8]. The most representative applica-
tion of blockchain was Bitcoin proposed by Satoshi Nakamoto in
2008 [9], which is a peer-to-peer electronic cash system and a
distributed ledger. It eliminates the need for trusted third party
for e-commerce payment system. In 2013, blockchain developers
came up with the second-generation blockchain implementa-
tion, Ethereum [10], which contains more features than Bitcoin.
It provides not only a distributed ledger system but also the
implementation of smart contract [11].

Ethereum smart contract is the programmable application that
manages exchanges conducted online within Ethereum environ-
ment. Intelligence is built directly into the smart contract through
a protocol that automatically identifies, validates, confirms, and
routes transactions within the network. It allows proper, dis-
tributed, heavily automated workflows and brings more certainty
and reliability to industrial systems. Recently, a great diversity of
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smart contract based applications have been presented, including
applications for IoT, cloud computing, e-commerce and finan-
cial [12] Some researches utilize smart contracts to build access
control system to overcome security and privacy issues in IoT
environment [13,14]. In terms of cloud computing, the smart con-
tract applications could address the issues of resource manage-
ment of cloud datacenters, verifiability of outsourced computa-
tion, service level agreement monitoring, negotiation and agree-
ment establishment [15]. For e-commerce, Smart contract plays
important roles in the legal implications of exchanges conducted
on the blockchain [16].

Although Ethereum smart contract has now been serving an
important function in the automation of transactions and multi-
step processes, nowadays it lives like in a walled garden. Smart
contract cannot directly communicate with external environment
and fetch off-chain data, such as fed data for assets and en-
ergy trading applications in external IoT system. Because smart
contracts are executed within the Ethereum Virtual Machine,
whereas Ethereum Virtual Machine cannot communicate with
the external systems. Every transaction processed by different
Ethereum Virtual Machine spreading in same blockchain should
be the same result, while fetching off-chain data are not deter-
mined, neither generating random numbers. This feature highly
limits the developing of decentralized applications in Ethereum
environment [17]. Practically, smart contract developers must
setup an agent (i.e. data carrier) to get data off-chain, and call
the contract function to pass data back to the contract.

Oracle is one of the most general solutions for the limitation
mentioned above [18]. It is a new data carrier functionality that
provides the connectivity of smart contract to the outside world.
The idea is to fetch off-chain data that provided from more than
one data source, and then execute the data-dependent action if
the same answer is provided. Recently, several implementations
of Oracle have been developed. The main solution is to provide
an Oracle contract on the blockchain that serve off-chain data
requests by other smart contracts. However, this solution requires
a predefined standard on data format of smart contracts. Most
important, the problem of Oracle is that it increases deployment
costs for smart contract. While deploying smart contract with
Oracle as data carrier, original smart contract needs to inherit
extra smart contract, namely Oracle resolver, for interacting with
Oracle. The inherited contract increases the deployment costs,
because Ethereum charge fees when deploying smart contract is
according to how much space smart contract takes, namely, the
longer bytecode contract takes the higher fee Ethereum charges.
Thus, if developer want to develop a service which do not depend
on single contract, it takes different contract instance to service
different end-user. In addition, due to the adoption of a standard
interface of Oracle, the readability of smart contracts is reduced,
and Oracle is not compatible with smart contracts that do not
use Oracle at deployment. Therefore, this paper would propose a
cost-effective data carrier for Ethereum based smart contract to
solve the problems mentioned above.

The objective of this paper is to propose an elastic and cost-
effective data carrier architecture for Ethereum smart contracts
that minimize contract deployment costs, and monitor contract
event without subscribing any filter at Ethereum node. The pro-
posed architecture consists of three components: Mission Man-
ager, Task Publisher and Worker. It is responsible for the inter-
actions of contract developer register, monitor smart contract,
Ethereum node callback and fetch of external data source and
computation source. We also proposed selective solutions for fil-
tering smart contract event, and decoding event log to fit different
requirements. The comparison result with Oraclize Oracle service
in terms of deployment cost is also presented to show the superi-
ority of the proposed data carrier system. The main contributions
of our proposed data carrier system are the following:

• Reliable: the security model is maintained in this system,
users of decentralized blockchain-enabled IoT applications
do not have to trust a third party.

• Elastic: the proposed data carrier system does not require
a predefined standard on data format. It is not necessary
for data providers to modify their services to be compatible
with Ethereum protocols.

• Cost-effective: in this system, the original smart contract
does not need to inherit extra smart contract for inter-
acting with external IoT data source, which will efficiently
decrease the deployment cost of every smart contract that
need off-chain data carrier service.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,
we present the overview of blockchain and the analysis of related
Oracle works with its limitation. The design and implementation
of the proposed data carrier system is described in Section 3.
Section 4 evaluates and discusses the superiority of the proposed
system compared with Oraclize Oracle service. Finally, Section 5
draws conclusion and future work.

2. Related work

2.1. Blockchain

The blockchain was first stated in the digital cryptocurrency,
but its effect is being observed to be far wider than just the
alternative money. Originally block chain is distributed digital
transaction ledger, which is a type of database shared and syn-
chronized among distributed network. The most representative
application of blockchain was a peer-to-peer digital cash sys-
tem, Bitcoin, proposed by Satoshi Nakamoto. Its effect is being
witnessed to be far away than just alternative money. Nowa-
days, blockchain has been termed as one of the most promising
technologies for business and IoT applications today [19,20]. The
blocks in blockchain record transactions among participants in
peer-to-peer network, such as transaction of asset and energy
trading in IoT. The key idea behind blockchain is that every block
in the blockchain has a timestamp and unique cryptographic
signature. Every block refers to the signature of its previous
block in the chain. Therefore, all blocks can be traced, which
guarantees an auditable, immutable history of all transactions
in the blockchain [21]. Most importantly, there is no centralized
authority or third-party is involved in the blockchain. Participants
in the network conduct and agree by consensus on the updates
of blocks in chain. All the confirmed and validated transaction
blocks are linked and chained from the beginning of the chain
to the most current block.

Ethereum is a second-generation blockchain implementation,
which provides not only a distributed ledger system but also the
implementation of smart contract. The purpose of Ethereum is to
create an alternative protocol for building decentralized applica-
tions leverage on blockchain. The main difference between Bit-
coin and Ethereum is: For the first generation distributed ledger
likes Bitcoin, confirming an unconfirmed transaction only means
documenting the state of digital currency transfer between two
addresses; Whereas Ethereum extended the ability of transaction
by adding capability of computation to blockchain [22]. It regards
reaching consensus for state of program as reaching consensus
for transfer. The feature of Ethereum can deal with reaching
consensus for decentralized computations. To better understand
the work in this paper, the following basic and foundational
concepts of Ethereum should be clarified:

(1) Smart contract: Smart contract enabled by Ethereum
blockchain technology is a contract implemented, deployed
and executed within EVM. It is a set of commitments that
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are defined in digital form, including the agreement on how
contract participants shall fulfill these commitments. Smart
contract can be regard as programmable application which
consisting of functions that manage exchanges conducted
online. User can create an instance of the contract and
invoke functions to view and update contract data along
with execution of some logic.

(2) EVM: EVM is the virtual machine and runtime environment
for executing code written in Ethereum smart contracts. It
is the fundamental consensus mechanism for Ethereum. It
is sandboxed and completely isolated from the network,
file system or other processes of the host computer sys-
tem. EVM implementation is run on Ethereum node in the
network and executes the same instructions.

(3) Ether: Ether is the currency of Ethereum. Miners of
Ethereum who are successful in generating and creating
a block in the chain are rewarded by Ether. It is also the
medium used by Ethereum to pay transaction fees and
computing service fees. Ether can be traded on the foreign
exchange market easily by converting to dollars or other
traditional currencies through Crypto-exchanges.

(4) Gas: Gas is the internal currency of Ethereum that mea-
surement roughly equivalent to computational operation. It
determines the normal operation of the Ethereum network
ecosystem. Every operation in Ethereum has Gas expen-
diture, and the execution cost is predetermined in terms
of Gas units. Gas consists of two parts: Gas Limit and Gas
Price. Gas Limit is the maximum amount of Gas that the
user is willing to pay to perform an action or confirm a
transaction. Gas Price is the number of Gweis that users
are willing to spend on each Gas unit.

2.2. Oracle

Although integrating blockchain into the IoT is relatively re-
cent, several proposals have already been presented to improve
current IoT technology [23–25], where Ethereum is shown as
the most popular platform for IoT–blockchain applications. In
particular, smart contracts are presented to revolutionize many
industries by replacing the need for both traditional legal agree-
ments and centrally automated digital agreements [26]. Smart
contracts in blockchain-enable environment will inevitably re-
quire high-assurance versions of off-chain data, such as smart
contracts that require access to APIs reporting market prices, and
need data feeds about IoT data related to energy trading. Unfortu-
nately, Ethereum smart contracts cannot directly fetch off-chain
data with the outside world, since they are executed within EVM
with underlying consensus protocols. Therefore, smart contracts
that with functions of random numbers, decentralized exchanges,
and external information, required Oracle data carrier function-
ality to connect outside world [27]. Fig. 1 shows the conceptual
architecture of Oracle. The concept of it is to enable smart con-
tract to fetch off-chain data through Oracle external agent. The
main solution is to provide an Oracle contract on the blockchain,
which serves off-chain data requested by user smart contracts.
While deploying smart contract with Oracle, original user smart
contract needs to inherit extra smart contract, namely Oracle
resolver, with a predefined standard on data format. The Oracle
resolver is responsible for interacting with Oracle contract, which
is designed to present a simple API to a relying user contract
for its requests to external data source. As shown in Fig. 1,
Oracle contract accepts query datagram from Oracle resolver and
generates event log to external agent for fetching off-chain data.
At the end, external agent will launch a callback and return
corresponding data for user contract.

Fig. 1. The conceptual architecture of Oracle.

In reality, Oracle has various ways to implement. In 2014,
Ripple Labs [28] published a white paper of Smart Oracles and
implemented a system of smart oracles, called Codius [29], in
which rules can be written in any programming language. Codius
enables smart contracts to interact with any service that accepts
cryptographically signed commands. Later, Ellis et al. proposed a
decentralized Oracle network named ChainLink that provides for
contracts to gain external connectivity [30]. They presented both
a simple on-chain contract data aggregation system, and a more
efficient off-chain consensus mechanism. ChainLink can securely
push data to APIs and various legacy systems on behalf of a
smart contract. Recently, the leading Oracle service for smart con-
tracts and blockchain applications is Oraclize [18], which serves
thousands of requests every day on Ethereum platforms. Oraclize
provides part of the infrastructure needed to build smart and
useful decentralized applications, and its service guarantee the
correctness of data.

Generally, the first benefit of Oracle is that if users have
multiple contracts that need external data, traditionally, they
should program responder and launch one responder for each
smart contract. But if users take the architecture of Oracle, the
only event emitted by contract that needs off-chain data would be
Oracle contract, which makes Oracle become the agent of all con-
tracts that needs off-chain data. The second benefit is that Oracle
does not need to manage contract’s application binary interface.
In general, anyone wants to interact with specific contract, two
elements will be required, i.e. contract address and application
binary interface. However, Oracle users do not need to provide
any application binary interface for Oracle provider. Because the
Oracle data carrier system, such as Oraclize, contains a virtual
function used for callback, user needs to inherit standard callback
function to receive external data.

However, the feature that Oracle does not need application
binary interface is a double-edged sword. Its shortcoming is ev-
eryone can easily decode transaction event, even trigger the
callback function when contract programmer does not limit the
message sender of callback function. Appropriately, although the
purpose of application binary interface does not encrypt the
transaction, it still increases the risk of smart contract [31]. More-
over, the original smart contract needs to inherit extra smart
contract of Oracle for interacting with external data source. The
inherited contract increases the original smart contract content.
Since the more content contract takes the higher fee Ethereum
charges, the deployment costs will be increased while deploying
Ethereum smart contract with Oracle as data carrier. To solve
the problems mentioned above, in this paper, we will propose
an elastic and cost-effective data carrier for smart contract to
interact with the outside data source.
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Fig. 2. The interactions of the proposed data carrier.

Fig. 3. The architecture of the proposed data carrier.

3. System design and implementation

This section will introduce the propose data carrier architec-
ture for smart contract in blockchain-enabled IoT environment
to interact with the outside data sources. The overview of the
proposed architecture and details of each component will be
illustrated accordingly.

Fig. 2 shows the interactions of the proposed data carrier
system. At the very beginning, it is responsible for the register of
original smart contract developer, including constructing mission
and registering mission. After that, the data carrier system would
monitor the corresponding Ethereum smart contract that needs
external off-chain data. Once being activated by any transac-
tion, the managed smart contract will fetch off-chain data from
external environment and callback the fetched results to smart
contract through Ethereum node. Generally, there are two kinds
of off-chain data that need to be handled in the data carrier
service for smart contract. The first one is the general data that
provided by external data source, and the other one is the results
that computed in computation source.

Fig. 3 shows the conceptual architecture of the proposed data
carrier system. Basically, it contains three components: Mission
Manager, Task Publisher and Worker. Mission Manager is used
to receive mission registered by system user. A mission contains

Fig. 4. The architecture of Task Publisher.

event hash, contract address, ways to respond event, and the
queue topic response for event. Task Publisher will perform four
phases action for each block pended, including, collect trans-
actions on new block, filter out unconcerned transaction, fetch
argument in event, and send generated task to specific Worker.
Worker will retrieve data according to the task, encode data with
application binary interface, and make function call transaction
as event’s callback. While using the proposed system, users need
to do only two things. The first thing is to register in the system,
which is part of the Mission Manager. The second thing is to build
Worker themselves if they are not using the features provided
by the system maintainer, and connected this Worker to Task
Publisher.

3.1. Mission manager

Mission Manager consists of front-end and back-end. The
front-end is mainly responsible for constructing mission and
registering mission to back-end. The data source information
collected by frontend of Mission Manager is mission requisition
template (MRT), which is described in Table 1. Front-end will
transform MRT into mission and send it to back-end via http post
to register mission.

To build service back-end, the Express web framework [32] is
used. It is designed for building web applications and APIs, and
hosted within the node.js runtime environment. We use Express
to set up a RESTful API for users to register mission, and store
it in MongoDB. The standard format of mission that is sent from
front-end is described in Table 2. The stored mission provides the
necessary information for monitoring Ethereum blockchain, how
to send external data back to the smart contract, and how does
worker retrieve the external data.

3.2. Task publisher

Task Publisher will perform four phases action for each block
pended, including collect transactions on Ethereum node, filter
out unconcerned transaction, fetch argument in event, and send
generated task to specific Worker. Fig. 4 shows the general archi-
tecture of task publisher, which is mainly consist of filter module,
decoding module and publishing module. The transaction infor-
mation is retrieved from Ethereum node, which can be practically
parsed from public Ethereum block explorer website directly, or
retrieve data via website provided APIs. The Task Publisher is
implement by Node.js with the characteristic of event-driven and
non-blocking I/O model. The following subsections will illustrate
each module of Task Publisher in details.
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Table 1
The standard format of mission requisition template (MRT).
Key Format Description

contractAddress String The contract address which is monitored
eventName String Target event’s name
contract_interface JSON Array Contract application binary interface
command String Command template, executing command after filling in parameter part.
callbackFunctionName String Name of function which is used to receive external data or computation result.
messageQueueChannel String Used to identify worker connection port.

Table 2
The standard format of mission.
Key Format Description

contractAddress String The contract address which is monitored
eventHash String Hash of the event name and parameter type.
eventInterface JSON Array A part of contract application binary interface, used to decode event.
command String Command template, executing command after filling in parameter part.
callbackInterface JSON Array A part of contract application binary interface, used to encode transaction data.
messageQueueChannel String Used to identify worker connection port.

3.2.1. Filter module
Filter module is triggered when every new block header comes

in to find out whether managed Ethereum smart contract is
activated by any address. In order to know when can we check
new block on Ethereum blockchain, it subscribes Ethereum node
with web3 package. Block header information retrieved from
Ethereum node can be used as timer to check for changes on
the blockchain. After retrieving block header, we could know
the number of newest block pended to blockchain. After that
we could get the detailed block information by web3 method
‘‘web3.eth.getBlock’’. The block information contains transaction
hash, which is the hash of the signed transaction object. It is
unique for each transaction, and by which Ethereum user can
trace their transaction. With this transaction hash, the ‘‘target
address’’ of the transaction will be retrieved from Ethereum node.
The target address is the address of the transaction receiver, if the
transaction is used for trigger smart contract function, the target
address will be the smart contract address.

After that, we can already know which smart contract in
Ethereum is triggered, and could know whether the smart con-
tract hosted by our system has been triggered or not by checking
Key ‘‘contractAddress’’ in the mission database. Since each trans-
action can trigger multiple events in smart contract, we can
further use the key ‘‘eventHash’’ store in mission database to filter
out the event we are responsible for.

3.2.2. Decoding module
The goal of decoding module is to decode the arguments in the

filtered event from filter module, and generate task for Worker.
Since we do not qualify the user’s event record arguments se-
quence and type, we need the event interface to perform decode
event. Fig. 5 shows the workflow of task generating. At the very
beginning decoding module will obtains the filtered event from
filter module and the mission from the database. In mission,
we can additionally know the message queue channel that is
responsible for the event. The key ‘‘eventInterface’’ of mission,
which is part of contract application binary interface, will be
used to decode the event’s log arguments. After that, the decoded
content will replace the ‘‘command’’ of mission into an actual
comment of task.

Fig. 6 shows an example of how decoding module replace
command template. In this example user supposes to generate
random numbers range from 10 to 100 for the smart contract.
As shown in Fig. 6, the command contains a python command
template with variables ‘‘$lowerBound’’ and ‘‘$upperBound’’. The
decoded log contains the log arguments decoded by the decoding
module, where the values of lowerBound is 10 and upperBound

Fig. 5. The workflow of Task Generating.

Fig. 6. An example of command replacement.

is 100. During command replacement, log arguments 10 and
100 will be used to replace the variables ‘‘$lowerBound’’ and
‘‘$upperBound’’ in the python command template, respectively.
Therefore, after replacing the variables in command by log argu-
ments, decoding module will get the actual command, which will
be ‘‘command: python random.py 10 100’’ in this example. The fi-
nal task will be generated by combining the ‘‘replaced command’’
with ‘‘contractAddress’’ and ‘‘callback_interface’’ of mission.

3.2.3. Publishing module
After replacing command and generating task, we should push

the task to the message queue according to ‘‘messageQueueChan-
nel’’ of mission in the database. In practice, rabbitMQ [33] is
used to implement through the Rabbit.js package, which pro-
vides a simple, socket-oriented API for messaging in Node.JS. The
message queue mode we use is PUSH/WORKER mode. WORKER
socket will receive a share of the messages, and require calling
of acknowledgment function to acknowledge that each message
has been processed. Any messages left unacknowledged when
the socket closes, or crashes, will be requeued and delivered
to another connected socket. A WORKER socket is read-only,
and has the additional method which acknowledges the oldest
unacknowledged message, and must be called once only for each
message.
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Fig. 7. The architecture of Worker.

Since there may be an error task at the worker side, it requires
to ensure that each task will be processed correctly. Worker
cannot immediately acknowledge the queue after obtaining the
data. If the worker obtains the task that cannot be processed, it
will be corrupted before worker informs the system that the task
cannot be executed. In addition, on both publisher and worker
side, we set option ‘‘persistent’’ in RabbitMQ to be true. The
option ‘‘persistent’’ could govern the lifetime of messages, and
setting it to be true means RabbitMQ will keep messages over
restarts by writing them to disk. This is an option for all sockets,
and crucially, sockets connected to the same address must agree
on persistence. The ‘‘persistent’’ feature ensures that even if the
system crashes, tasks that have not yet been executed by the
Worker will not be lost.

3.3. Worker

Worker is responsible for retrieving data according to the task
sent by Task Publisher, encoding data with application binary
interface, and making function call transaction as event’s callback.
Fig. 7 shows the general architecture of Worker, which consists of
execution module, transaction module, fetching agent that could
fetch external data, and computing agent that provide external
computation.

The Execution module would execute receiving ‘‘command’’
from task in message queue to obtain data. It uses the child_
process package of Node.js to generate an external execution
program. This program can be fetching agent or computing agent,
the working scenarios are shown in Fig. 8. The execution can
be processed as external computation or simply fetch data from
external data source, which makes Worker highly flexible. After
execution, both working scenarios require to output the param-
eters of smart contract to standard output as a JSON array. The
worker will obtain this output for the transaction module as
callback parameter.

The transaction module is responsible for passing the results
generated by the execution module back to the smart contract
via function calls. The functions responsible for receiving external
data are data callback functions. To interact with smart contract
in Ethereum node, we only need to manage the parameters to
be transmitted and use the callback function interface to encode
transaction. Therefore, with help of the proposed data carrier
system, external data and computation source can be efficiently
fetched for smart contract to interact with the outside world.

4. Evaluation results and discussions

4.1. Evaluation results

The comparison results of the proposed data carrier system
with Oraclize Oracle service are presented in this section. The

Table 3
Deployment Costs of KrakenPriceTicker and Oracle contracts.
Optimization KrakenPriceTicker (Gas) Oracle (Gas) Total (Gas)

No 433,800 2,563,800 2,997,600
Yes 393,000 1,719,200 2,112,200

main difference between the data carrier architecture proposed in
this paper and the Oracle system is the deployment costs of smart
contracts. Fig. 9 shows the default deployment scenario of the
proposed system. While deploying smart contract with the pro-
posed data carrier system, the contract developers only require
to compose their original smart contract and assign correspond-
ing mission. The proposed system will automatically response
transaction events, and no extra smart contract deployment is
required. On the contrary, while deploying smart contract with
Oracle as data carrier, original smart contract needs to inherit ex-
tra smart contract for interacting with Oracle. The inherited con-
tract increases the deployment costs, because Ethereum charge
fees when deploying smart contract is depended on how much
space smart contract takes, namely, the longer bytecode contract
takes the higher fee Ethereum charges.

The evaluation is presented to demonstrate that the proposed
system can accurately decrease deployment costs of smart con-
tracts compared with Oracle. The example smart contract used
in the evaluation is KrakenPriceTicker.sol [34], which is a smart
contract that fetch Bitcoin price at Kraken digital asset trading
platform. To KrakenPriceTicker smart contract to fetch external
data in Oracle service, user should deploy the Oracle contract at
the same time.

Table 3 shows the deployment costs of krakenPriceTicker and
Oracle contracts, where optimization refers to whether the smart
contract functions are optimized by the smart contract devel-
oper or not. The deployment of original krakenPriceTicker smart
contract costs 433,800Gas before optimization and 393,000Gas
after optimization. On the other hand, Oracle contract costs about
2,563,800Gas before optimization, and the deployment cost is
1,719,200Gas even if the optimization is conducted. It indicates
that the deployment of krakenPriceTicker smart contract in Ora-
cle would cost about 2,112,200Gas after optimization. As shown
in Table 3, the deployment cost of Oracle contract may even be
several times higher than the original krakenPriceTicker smart
contract. This is because Oracle provides a lot of additional func-
tions that are redundant for users, which results in a very large
storage consume and deployment cost during deploying smart
contract in Oracle. Table 4 shows the Ethereum fee schedule
during deployment. According to Table 4, we can find that the
main cost of smart contract deployment is charge for placing
code in smart contract creation and carried data size in trans-
action. Therefore, the more data carried by smart contract and
transaction, the higher the fee Ethereum charged.

In this evaluation, we intent to calculate how much cost can be
saved by our data carrier system compared with Oracle for every
smart contract. Basically, the difference between our data carrier
system and Oracle is that additional Oracle contract should be
inherited and deployed in Oracle environment. Therefore, at lease
1,719,200Gas can be saved in our data carrier system according to
Table 3. The equation for calculating the actual cost of deploying
a smart contract list is defined as follows:

Deployment Cost = Gas Used∗Gas Price∗Ether Price, (1)

where Gas Used is the total Gas used to deploy the smart contract,
which is decided after compiling the smart contract (more specif-
ically, it was decided during the deployment). When deploying
smart contracts, the cost mainly comes from the size of the
original data, the space occupied by the smart contract after
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Fig. 8. The working scenarios of Worker.

Fig. 9. Default deployment scenario of the proposed data carrier system.

deployment, and the constructor operating costs. Gas price refers
to the amount of Ether users are willing to pay for every unit
of Gas, and is usually measured in ‘‘Gwei’’, which equals to 10−9

Ether. Ether price is the actual exchange rate of Ether to dollar in
real world.

To evaluate the actual deployment cost, we list the actual price
of Ethereum Gas and Ether from February to May 2018 [35,36],
which are shown in Figs. 10 and 11, respectively. After calcula-
tion, the results in Table 5 show that the average Gas and Ether
Prices are 17.15973Gwei and 668.7079USD, respectively. Since
Oracle contract takes about 1,719,200Gas as shown in Table 3,
the actual cost of deploying Oracle contract is 1,719,200Gas *
17.15973Gwei* 668.7079USD≈ 19.72USD. It indicates that 20USD
deployment cost can be saved for averagely by our data carrier
system compared with Oracle.

4.2. Discussions

The evaluation results have demonstrated that the proposed
system can accurately decrease deployment costs of smart con-
tracts compared with Oracle. The other problem in Oracle is it
requires a predefined standard on data format. It is not compat-
ible with the smart contracts that do not use Oracle standard
during deployment. In Decoding module of Task Publisher in the
proposed architecture, event interface is used to decode the event
logs. Although we can use the standard interface of Oracle, the
system would not be compatible with smart contracts that did

Table 5
Average gas and ether prices from February to May 2018.
Average gas price Average ether price

17.15973 Gwei 668.7079 USD

not have automatic callbacks, since Oracle standard interface is
pre-specified. In addition, malicious attackers can easily decode
the event in Oracle standard interface, even trigger the callback
function when contract programmer does not limit the message
sender of callback function. Although the purpose of application
binary interface does not encrypt the transaction, it still increases
the risk of smart contract. Moreover, if the standard interface of
Oracle is used, this interface may be compatible with different
types of data. Therefore, the readability of smart contracts will
reduce, which will also cause users writing null data in the event
log and incur additional costs inevitably.

On the other hand, in data carrier service for smart contract,
if the external data is off-chain data the data source consen-
sus problem will arise. Although both the proposed system and
Oracle service can guarantee that the source of the data is orig-
inal source of the request and the calculated results have not
been tampered, the use of data source cannot guarantee the
correctness itself. If the smart contract is a type of contract like
insurance, the information imported from the off-chain should be
based on mutual agreement from different data resource parties.
Generally, to solve data source consensus issue in Oracle service,
the traditional way is that both parties should upload data and
manage it by smart contract, and the other way is to verify
it by decentralized computation solution, such as TrueBit [37].
However, in the proposed data carrier architecture, the off-chain
data resource consensus problem can be solved more efficiently
by using different Workers instead of managing mutual data
in smart contract. The frameworks of double source consensus
solutions in the proposed architecture are shown in Fig. 12, the
Workers could be simply assigned by single Task Publisher or
assigned by different Task Publishers, respectively.

In terms of security, Oracle provides authenticity proofs for
smart contract developer, but they are optional functions in Ora-
cle, which means the use of authenticity proofs in Oracle requires
the payment of an extra fee. The cost depends from the data
source type used and by the authenticity proof requested. In

Table 4
Ethereum fee schedule during smart contract deployment.
Name Value (Gas) Description

Code deposit 32000 Paid for a CREATE operation
Create 200 Paid per byte for a CREATE operation to place code into state
Transaction 21000 Paid for every transaction.
Txdatazero 4 Paid for every zero byte of data or code for a transaction.
Txdatanonzero 68 Paid for every non-zero byte of data or code for a transaction.
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Fig. 10. Gas Price (2018.2–2018.5)

Fig. 11. Ether price (2018.2–2018.5)

Fig. 12. The frameworks of double source consensus solutions.

addition, not all proofs are compatible with all data source types.
Therefore, smart contract developer not only needs to cover the
gas consumption of inheriting the basic data fetching functions
in Oracle, but also needs to pay extra fees if authentication
proofs are required. Compared with Oracle, the most significant
contribution of the proposed system is it can help smart contract
developers reduce their gas consumption during smart contract
deployment. However, since the proposed system is deployed in
off-chain environment, some users may doubt the transaction
security in our system. Since the system components are designed
elastic, there are different deployment scenarios of the proposed
data carrier system. For users who require more trustworthy
data fetching service, we provide a more trustworthy deployment
scenario, as shown in Fig. 13. In this scenario, Worker component
is suggested to deployed on user-side and maintained by them-
selves. Because Worker component contains transaction module
which is the key module for passing fetched results to the smart
contract. The data carrier system will be more trustworthy if
users deploy Worker in their local sides.

Fig. 13. More trustworthy deployment scenario of the proposed data carrier
system.
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In addition to deploying Worker in user-side, an alternative for
enhancing security of proposed system is adopting trusted hard-
ware, such as Intel‘s Software Guard Extensions (SGX). SGX is a
set of new instructions that confer hardware protections on user-
level code, which has been used in Town Crier (TC) [38] for scrap-
ing HTTPS-enabled websites and serving source-authenticated
data to relying smart contracts. In the future, we will try to
incorporate Town Crier’s design, such as integrating Worker com-
ponent with Intel SGX instruction set, to present a more cost-
effective and trustworthy data carrier system in server-side, trust-
worthy data feeds.

5. Conclusions

This work proposes an elastic and cost-effective data carrier
architecture for smart contracts in blockchain-enabled IoT en-
vironment that requires communication with external off-chain
data. The proposed architecture consists of three components:
Mission Manager, Task Publisher and Worker. Selective solutions
for filtering smart contract event and decoding event log to fit
different requirements are presented. The proposed system is
designed to minimize contract deployment costs and monitor
contract event without subscribing any filter at Ethereum node.
In the evaluation, we show that it will save about 20USD deploy-
ment cost for average by our data carrier system compared with
Oracle service. We also discuss the deployments of solving data
resource consensus problem caused by fetching off-chain data,
and trustworthy scenario for users who require more secure data
fetching service. Compared with Oracle, the proposed data carrier
system is demonstrated more efficient, elastic and cost-effective.
In the future, to make a great deal of improvement in security,
we will try to combine the proposed components with Intel SGX
instruction set and decentralized technologies, such as Raiden
Network [39], to present a more cost-effective and secure data
carrier system.
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